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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2019 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here 

Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars/dp/1793855374/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_1?keywords=Secret+Files+on+the+2019+Windmill+Car%27s&qid=1548011928&s=Books&sr=1-1-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for
Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you
to so you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages
wow! Book is 474 Pages 

Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10 

https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/6%2025%202019%201400%20Pages%204%20MD%20Wives%20Coup.pdf
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

7-29-2019 There’s a Secret Gossip Girls Society at Starbucks intellectuals wanting
to hack Rx Recipes to cook up a Rx Latte for Starbucks Disney. 

Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 @ every Starbucks Table in
Paris $$$ 

Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 @ every Starbucks Table in
Paris $$$ 

7-29-2019 There’s a Secret Gossip Girls Society at Starbucks intellectuals wanting
to hack Rx Recipes to cook up a Rx Latte for Starbucks Disney. #GoFundMe Oil or
Wind Money, but it has to be $7 trillion as Los Alamos is expensive today after
building 55,000 H-Bombs then taking 50,000 apart. Then building old 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 

7-29-2019 There’s a Secret; Oil Men are the deadliest hunters of human beings
on the planet... Government Perks for War Hero's driving a gas engine car, gravity
engine! Neil Armstrong Died After Heart Surgery. That May Have Been Avoidable.
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Buried at Sea, his casket was a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... '1984' Wrongful death
lawsuit sued the Hospital for $6 million. Oil Men will be sued after the Ford
WindmillCAR is driven not just for a casket. The Lawyers will ask for $7 Trillion.
As they were sued and lost a lot more in court. Disney is the only one who came
out ahead making movies based on the deadliest hunters the Lion Kings. 

 

Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 @ every Starbucks Table in
Paris and the USA Code Blue failure on Win 10 as it failed to install the Pink
Cancer Cure and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with 1 trillion volt fly and mosquitoes
zapper with WindmillDrones. Girl Scouts Rescued by Rx Recipe's invented for
Cancers and other Diseases. France warns Girls not to mix Wine with Breast
Cancer, let mom drink her French Wine. It goes with French Oil Men in our times
of bone saw murders and exhaust in general. 
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7-29-2019 How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation; 

7-29-2019 Marry 4 MD Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! 
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7-29-2019 There’s a Secret Gossip Girls Society at Starbucks intellectuals wanting
to hack Rx Recipes to cook up a Rx Latte for Starbucks Disney 

7-29-2019 Only bold federal intervention can fix a problem as entrenched as
housing, going viral on YouTube with Housing in Qatar and Key West on YouTube
Videos now censored by the Fed's. But by offering towns financial incentives to
change their zoning codes — the most powerful force dictating where and how
people live — and little else, the plans miss the mark... $777 Trillion offered to
towns in the USA via 40,000 Trump Towers anywhere Trump wants to build a 80
story Skyscraper and he has 40,000 to build across the USA with $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues, grin. 

7-29-2019 Yes Trump is building a 80 Story Trump Tower next to the White
House. 

7-29-2019 They were able to clean up the dirty and seedy Times Square in New
York; many claimed it was an impossible task. Do you think we could clean up Duval
Street - Build the first 10 Skyscrapers on Duval and mark 5 for Yale Key West
Medical School Students and MD Professors. Bold move by the Fed's who have a
drunk Admiral on the White House Staff but not White House Doctor to Trump. 

7-29-2019 Rural Georgia gets a 80 story Skyscraper in the middle of Jimmy
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Carter Peanut Plantation, grin. Rural America: Are Those Pastures Greener?
Greener with intellectuals living in the same building with peanut farmers. Cuomo,
Trump will erect a Trump Tower across the street from his house in New York, 80
Stories, grin. 80 Story Towers Rise, an Old Neighborhood Fades. Lured in part by
Manhattan’s Second Avenue subway, developers are erecting high-rises in Yorkville.
Some residents say the buildings are erasing their community’s character." By
JOSEPH BERGER Yorkville is generally thought to stretch from 72nd or 79th
Streets to 96th Street between Lexington or Third Avenues and the East River.
Edisonville will get its own Edison Lab in their new 80 Story Tower. Yorkville is also
playing out in many American cities that are grappling with a housing shortage as
neighborhoods fight new housing plans by complaining of increased traffic, blocked
views and overburdened services. To accelerate development, Minneapolis, for
example, recently eliminated zoning that restricted land to single-family homes.
Key West will get the Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Trumps Towers and
25 Hospital Ships, Move the Navy to Sirius or just a NASA reeducation Launch
Pad. New York different from other cities is that we’re constantly replenishing our
population and reinventing ourselves. Cities that stand still are dying.” 

7-29-2019 Edison Disney Movie - Picasso Show Captivates Beijing, Whose Art
Scene Hums as Censors Hover. You would think Edison was censored in the USA
watching who goes viral on YouTube and the last time Edison was on the front page
of the NY Times, yet in a editorial. 

7-29-2019 Edison went fishing and so did the viral video of the fish they caught
at the Times... The Creepy Anglerfish Comes to Light. (Just Don’t Get Too Close.)
"Increasingly, these ghoulish and improbable denizens of the abyss are being
captured on video, revealing an array of surprising behaviors." By WILLIAM J.
BROAD 

7-29-2019 Does she still love the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, Hell No! "Mother of
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Twins Who Died in Hot Car: ‘I Still Love My Husband’ The father, who was
charged in their deaths, said he thought he left the babies at day care before
driving to work in the Bronx. The New York Times" 

7-29-2019 Here’s a little quiz. When was the last time a significant social media
network was founded in the United States? And what about a competitive search
engine company? Edison Search Engine; you have to use your imagination on the
results until this gets built. Microsoft’s Bing appeared in 2009, a replacement for
its Live Search. Now you realize Bill and Melinda Gates are con men. Microsoft's
Edison with code software for electricity and movies, voice recordings. The dog
was taught 1,000 nouns the kids got Bing - Bing! Border Collie Trained to Recognize
1,022 Nouns Dies. Chaser, often described as “the world’s smartest dog,” made
headlines worldwide for being able to identify objects by their names. Edison
moving aggressively in that fast-growing space between Earth and Sirius, 8 light
years. Yes Edison would have gotten this invention in 1980. GE cruel and unusual
punishment to the man Edison. Oppenheimer wanted to invent the gravity engine not
H-Bombs. 

7-29-2019 Pasteur going viral in Paris; Rabies has been known since antiquity, and
has been completely preventable since Pasteur developed a vaccine more than a
century ago. But the World Health Organization still considers it “a neglected
disease of poor and vulnerable populations.” Why? Rabies, one expert has written,
“became a neglected disease when it was eliminated from Europe and North
America.” The vast majority of the estimated 59,000 human deaths each year
from rabies are in Africa and Asia, in countries with large populations of free-
roaming dogs that provide a so-called reservoir for the virus. Other viruses in the
same family, lyssaviruses. Family Housing Zoning in Key West, they never learned
this at KW High school. 20,000 people die each year in Africa and in India. Oil
Men have died from Rabies in Africa. Reconstruction of Pasteur working on the
virus Rabies going viral on YouTube world wide is the job of our 2 White Men at
1984 HQ. Pasteur II job ads in Paris. 
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7-29-2019 Dr. Nigrovic works to educate medical personnel in endemic areas, like
New England and the upper Midwest, to think about the diagnosis. “If you do have
Lyme, you want to have it diagnosed early,” she said. Dr. Nigrovic works to get
the Pentagon to work on Deet II that you spray on the tick not the person. Trails
are cleaned so are the ticks. Deet II will not let the Tick attach its self to
anything. Dr. Webber said. “The Lyme ticks have to be attached for 48 hours to
transmit the Borrelia.” How to remove a tick, spray it with Deet II. 

7-29-2019 Dentists, Oral Surgeons; A Question Rarely Asked: What Would
Medicare for All Cover? Americans not the Saudi + Qatar Citizens cutting in front
of the line. Cheney would still get his 2nd Heart Transplant first. Pentagon Perks,
grin. No they will not give us more hearts, just more purple hearts, grin. 
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Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 @ every Starbucks Table in
Paris and the USA Code Blue failure on Win 10 as it failed to install the Pink
Cancer Cure and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with 1 trillion volt fly and mosquitoes
zapper with WindmillDrones. Girl Scouts Rescued by Rx Recipe's invented for
Cancers and other Diseases. France warns Girls not to mix Wine with Breast
Cancer, let mom drink her French Wine. It goes with French Oil Men in our times
of bone saw murders and exhaust in general. 

 

7-28-2019 Bursting Onto the Stagy, ‘Bat Out of Hell’ 12 Trillion Galaxies out of
Hell chased by Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Sunday Editorials Poisonous Propaganda
exhaust from gas and oil now we have fly's and Mosquitoes zapped by a 1 Trillion
Volt fly zapper accessory for you 2019 Ford WindmillCAR and Drone. Grasshopper
Invasion of Las Vegas the biblical-seeming swarm of pallid-winged grasshoppers,
according to entomologists. The New York Times 
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7-28-2019 The Mosquitoes Are Coming for Us. They are our apex predator, the
deadliest hunters of human beings on the planet." By Timothy C. Winegard she
leaves behind an itchy bump (an allergic reaction to her saliva) and potentially
something far worse: infection with one of several deadly diseases, including
malaria, Zika, West Nile, dengue and yellow fever. Mosquitoes are our apex
predator, the deadliest hunter of human beings on the planet. A swarming army of
100 trillion or more mosquitoes patrol nearly every inch of the globe, killing about
700,000 people annually. Researchers suggest that mosquitoes may have killed
nearly half of the 108 billion humans who have ever lived across our relatively brief
300,000-year existence. Dr. Rubert Boyce, the first dean of the Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine, bluntly stated in 1909 that the fate of human civilization
would be decided by one simple equation: “Mosquito or Man?” Across the ages, we
have been locked in a life-or-death struggle for survival with the not-so-simple
mosquito. Historically, we did not stand a chance. Timothy C. Winegard is the
author of the forthcoming book “The Mosquito: A Human History of Our Deadliest
Predator,” from which this essay is adapted. 

7-28-2019 Psyche of Prince Salman with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 

7-28-2019 Mosquitoes is Prince Salman Historically we do not stand a chance as
today we have Oil Czar Putin too. French Elite at the Palace bath in crude oil
today, so Historically we do not stand a chance. 

7-28-2019 How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation;
Marry 4 MD Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! 
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Before you are rushed to brain surgery call a Saudi Prince and his 4 Wife's, grin! 

 

Dr. Lisa Sanders MD @ Apple Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 @ every Starbucks Table in
Paris and the USA Code Blue failure on Win 10 as it failed to install the Pink
Cancer Cure and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with 1 trillion volt fly and mosquitoes
zapper with WindmillDrones. Girl Scouts Rescued by Rx Recipe's invented for
Cancers and other Diseases. France warns Girls not to mix Wine with Breast
Cancer, let mom drink her French Wine. It goes with French Oil Men in our times
of bone saw murders and exhaust in general. 
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7-28-2019 1 Trillion volts amps watts on the 2019 Ford WindillCAR's with the
Monkey Accessory 'Fly Zapper' for those in In the jungles of the Ivory Coast. To
illuminate the role played by the flies, future research may involve marking many
more of them and tracking how they may move among groups of primates.
Eventually, Dr. Gogarten and his colleagues hope to sketch a map of the jungle and
the organisms that travel through it, from monkeys to flies to the bacteria
themselves... Star Wars Future will have Windmill Drones with huge fly zappers
flying a GPS route between the fly and the Monkey family with the sound of
zapping flies far from human ears, grin. Dr. Gogarten one day marking a fly with a
dot the next day with a fleet of Windmill Drone Fly Zappers and fewer diseases
caused by fly's. 

7-28-2019 How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation;
Marry 4 MD Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! 
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7-28-2019 Bone Saw life-or-death struggle for survival with the not-so-simple
mosquitoes a Saudi Prince and Russian Czar, who visit the Elite in Paris. Mosquitoes
Are Coming for Us To Kill Us and Destroy the Earth. Proof is in the accessories to
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

7-28-2019 Psyche of Prince Salman with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; purging
Jewish intellectuals who want his money for their Exodus to Sirius. 

7-28-2019 Prince Salman at Harvard; A new book by the Harvard Medical
historian Anne Harrington, “Mind Fixers: Psychiatry’s Troubled Search for the
Biology of Mental Illness,” argues that the “tunnel vision” of modern psychiatry,
with its fixation on wiring and fixed diagnoses, cannot adequately address what has
yet to be understood about the human psyche. 

7-28-2019 Bone Saw Psyche diagnosed at Harvard in a class of Saudi Students
reading this new book... doctors with the ability to issue diagnoses and prescribe
medication. But these days, after the public bone saw without the YouTube Video
going viral yet, grin. 

7-28-2019 diagnoses of Prince Salman by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times
article!! 
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7-28-2019 Aliens are coming for us and they not mosquitoes will be the most
dangerous predator! 

7-28-2019 diagnoses of Prince Salman by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for the NY Times
article!! 

7-28-2019 Psyche of Prince Salman with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; “blick,” the
Swedish word meaning to look or glance, The King of Sweden has had enough
'Time' to blick at Prince Salman's Psyche and his riches beyond belief from gas
stations in Miami, Cuba. Prince Salman wants a Nobel for a Saudi. Timeless
Scandinavian's look blink at the Physics of 'Time' at CERN and think of Prince
Salman and his Nobel Prize. Mont Blanc Faces a Crisis, Nobel Prize for Prince
Salman is a Crisis too for all looking at the NY Times front page. 

7-28-2019 The Case for Keeping San Francisco’s Disputed Murals and gas stations
in SF. SF with no gas stations and Star Wars Galaxy Edge Murals that are not
Murals but 82" 8K Monitors that can interact with genius Siri's telling you about
1,001 accessories for the 2109 Ford WindmillCAR's, and diagnosis. 

7-28-2019 Suzy Hansen is a contributing writer living in Istanbul and wrote a long
article that left out fiery wrecks in traffic, burn units in Istanbul. Yet she was a
finalist for the 2018 Pulitzer Prize in general nonfiction. How Turkey Purged Its
Intellectuals by Suzy is more like how Turkey purged it fiery wrecks and burn
unites in Istanbul. Bahrain Admirals ordered the men tortured by security officers
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including through electric shocks and beatings. Ali Mohamed al-Arab’s toenails were
also ripped out,” Suzy's description of fiery wrecks and burn units would be just as
shocking knowing they all would have been prevented with F-35 Radar on 2019 Ford
WindillCAR's and all roads in Istanbul. The splendors of lying looking up at the
Milky Way Galaxy and knowing it will catch up with the world governments.
Armstrong's heart surgery is a turning point in the USA. "How Turkey Removed Its
Intellectuals, fiery wrecks and burn units" by Suzy 

7-28-2019 There’s a Secret Gossip Girls Society at Starbucks... Secret is the
Gravity Engine Physics as these girls are intellectuals wanting to hack Rx Recipes to
cook up a Rx Latte for Starbucks at Star Wars Galaxy Edge Disney. No there are
no Starbucks at Disney. 

7-28-2019 Yet partying like an existentialist, when you are a bone saw murderer
and the world knows it who comes to your next party, Putin! Trump! Will Ivanka
stay away? Both de Beauvoir and Sartre spent their rich lives embracing new
undertakings, but took their whiskey and vodka bottles with them. This led to
serious health problems, including cirrhosis, but they never regretted their partying
or drinking, and by their own philosophy, there is no reason they should have done.
They chose it freely, did it on their own terms, and took responsibility for the
consequences. That’s what partying like an existentialist is all about. Cirrhosis and
by pass surgery for your menu you Masterminded. Mastermind that Marries 4 MD
Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001
Nobel in Medicine with specks and genius tutors. Party like there are 12 Trillion
Galaxies and you invented a way to hack $777 Trillion from the Bone Saw Prince
Salman. 

7-28-2019 
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Government Perks for War Hero's driving a gas engine car, gravity engine! Neil
Armstrong Died After Heart Surgery. That May Have Been Avoidable. Buried at
Sea, his casket was a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... '1984' 

Temp Journalists at the NY Times get themselves murdered, Nurse Temps kill the
patients. Express Temps or Labor Ready Temp Nurse not in this article... "when a
nurse or other staff member tugs on one of the pacemaker wires, it tears the
heart surface and causes bleeding. That usually occurs because the wire was
stitched on too tightly, or someone pulled too hard" 

Aim to inspire! If you’re serious about life in 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars
Nobel. Back to School Shopping Made Easy get the Bone Saw Blood Money Prince
Salman to buy every student in the USA who is not from Saudi Arabia or Qatar a
Mac Book Pro @ $8,384 with USA's 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention
projects with specs and genius tutors. 

2019 Ford WindillCAR's with the Accessory 'Fly Zapper' for those in In the
jungles of the Ivory Coast with a house fly problem. 

2019 Windmill Drone Fly Zappers, Windfall for Texas Oil Men who own horses
tortured by horse flies!! 
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7-27-2019 1 Trillion volts amps watts on the 2019 Ford WindillCAR's with the
Monkey Accessory 'Fly Zapper' for those in In the jungles of the Ivory Coast. To
illuminate the role played by the flies, future research may involve marking many
more of them and tracking how they may move among groups of primates.
Eventually, Dr. Gogarten and his colleagues hope to sketch a map of the jungle and
the organisms that travel through it, from monkeys to flies to the bacteria
themselves... Star Wars Future will have Windmill Drones with huge fly zappers
flying a GPS route between the fly and the Monkey family with the sound of
zapping flies far from human ears, grin. Dr. Gogarten one day marking a fly with a
dot the next day with a fleet of Windmill Drone Fly Zappers and fewer diseases
caused by fly's. 

7-27-2019 How to Design Your Home to Stimulate Ideas and Spark Innovation;
Marry 4 MD Wife's who have a spark to win a Nobel in Medicine! Aim to inspire! If
you’re serious about life in 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars Nobel. Back to School
Shopping Made Easy get the Bone Saw Blood Money Prince Salman to buy every
student in the USA who is not from Saudi Arabia or Qatar a Mac Book Pro @
$8,384 with USA's 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs
and genius tutors. 

7-27-2019 Mayor of NYC must have a MD degree! We Just Changed History of
NYC 

7-27-2019 MD's Nobel's in Medicine from 1980 to 2019 
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7-27-2019 Ford's all WindmillCAR's from 1980 to 2019 

7-27-2019 Futuristic; gullibility, of the Oil God's selling their exhaust to a young
1980 Jimmy Carter in Church. From 1980 to 2019 watches the Stars and Stripes
News of the Navy's Fifth Fleet based in Bahrain costing $1 Trillion a year every
year since 1980's. Sunk Ford WindmillCar's... Bahrain Admirals ordered the men
tortured by security officers including through electric shocks and beatings. Ali
Mohamed al-Arab’s toenails were also ripped out,” Jimmy Carter watched this in
1980 and 2019. Jimmy Carter buying drugs in Rome. A 19-year-old American
student has confessed to killing a policeman in central Rome, according to the
national news agency ANSA, in a crime that has shaken Italy. Not enough to
expose Jimmy Carter's Futuristic 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's... as the Fifth Fleet
based in Bahrain was upgraded to a Star Wars Fifth Fleet costing $100 Trillion
from the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 gas station hold ups world wide
and in Miami, Cuba. Futuristic Fifth Fleet and Apollo, Armstromg's Angina Pain.
MD's Nobel's in Medicine from 1980 to 2019 side by side with pictures and specs
of the 1980 to 2019 Futuristic Ford WindmillCAR on the Amazon Kindle. 

7-27-2019 Yesterday Twin infants were found dead, left in a hot car in the
Bronx... this is a war crime by the Fifty fleet in Bahrain. Futuristic 2019 Ford
WindmillCAR's are known of by everyone at the Pentagon today. 24/7 A/C F-35
Radar and yesterday's new accessory for the Ivory Coast Fly Zapper. Neil
Armstrong Died After Heart Surgery. That May Have Been Avoidable. Buried at
Sea, his casket was a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. 

7-27-2019 Futuristic; Vision... obsessed with making first contact with Jewish
Aliens. Picking up their Videos, is one miracle cure away from humanity on Earth.
Vision to get this invention! 
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7-27-2019 Futuristic Miracle Cure by Edison II; Non-arteritic anterior ischemic
optic neuropathy (NAION) refers to loss of blood flow to the optic nerve (which is
the cable that connects the eye to the brain). This condition typically causes
sudden vision loss in one eye, without any pain. In many cases, the patient notices
significant loss of vision in one eye immediately upon waking up in the morning. The
visual loss typically remains fairly stable, without getting markedly better or worse
once it has occurred. 

7-27-2019 Blood Flow; Non-arteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NAION)
is due to impaired circulation of blood to the front of the optic nerve. It is called
“non-arteritic” because there is reduced blood flow without true inflammation of
the blood vessels (as there is in arteritis). It is called “anterior” because the
reduced blood flow and injury to the optic nerve happen at the front-most part of
the nerve, where the nerve meets the eye. It is called “ischemic” because that is
the word that describes injury due to reduced blood flow. Finally, it is called an
“optic neuropathy” because it is an injury to the optic nerve, which disrupts the
ability of eye to send information to the brain. 

7-27-2019 Blood Money; Blood Flow through the Vision of Prince Salman and those
who built the AF Base in Saudi Arabia instead of a Medial School for Vision Noble.

7-27-2019 Bahrain, a strategic island where the United States Navy’s Fifth Fleet
is based, has a Shiite Muslim majority population but is governed by a Sunni royal
family. It accuses mainly Shiite Iran of stoking militancy in the kingdom. 

7-27-2019 JFK Homeland Security eye scan diagnosis of... For example, it is
important to exclude the possibility of Temporal Arteritis, which requires urgent
treatment to prevent loss of vision in the other eye. 


